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I wrote a book, published in 
2015…



I gave a presentation in 2013 …

Six strategies of programming’ to secure 
diversity.

1.  Luxury Cinema: creating comfort

2. Movie Nostalgia: conserving old settings

3. Secret Cinema: organizing events

4. Cinema Club: ‘social cinema’ 

5. Niche Film Festivals: target taste groups 

6. Film Heritage: personal views on film history 



Screening silent films (1)

Varnahik u Svateho Vita (Mrtin Fric, 1929)

(The Organist at St.Vitus Cathedral)



Screening Silent Films (2)

Kreutzerova Sonáta (Gustav Machaty, 1923)
(Kreutzer Sonata)



Screening Czech New Wave



Famous Czech film directors
• Vera Chytilova 
• Jiri Menzel
• Milos Forman

Animation filmmakers
• Jiri Trnka
• Zdenek Miler
• Jan Svankmajer
• Karel Zeman – museum visit tonight



Forgotten Czech masters (1)



Forgotten Czech masters (2)



Neglected Films



Lemonade Joe (1964)



Modern Classics (1)

Záhrada 

(The Garden)

Martin Sulik, 

Slovakia 1995



Modern Classics (2)

Knoflikari

(Buttoners)

Petr Zelenka 

(1997)



Personal view on film history

Some options are ….
• silent films, with live musical 

accompaniment
• famous historical periods
• a retrospective of an ‘auteur’
• modern classics
• thematic programming





 The Long Day Closes (Terence Davies, 1992)



Who are you writing for? 

The book is aimed at several kinds of readers:
• Critical/inquisitive cinema visitors 
• academics & students
• aspiring film curators 
• film professionals 
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The core issue of curating... 

This book aims to give film curating some 
footing and to observe this activity as...
• a creative act
• a management challenge
• a social phenomenon of artistic value
• a craft or skill



Translated into a quadrant …

These 4 strands are connected 

(and all of them are equally important) 

practice theory

Artistic focus 1. Creative art 3. Social 
phenomenon

Business 
perspective

2. Management 
challenge

4. Craft



Thank you for your attention
Time for lunch!
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